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Introduction
Millions of cars around the world start their engine and start moving,

but only reaching the destination is vital.

In the past years, 

aimless tokens have been created and unplanned projects

have started to work which have not made valuable results, 

and except some fake pumps and dumps and giving profit to 

specific groups, they did not have any other positive effect on 

people life, even they had caused losses, 

like many other meme coins that have emerged so far.



But Bison's goal is to create a great empire in blockchain.
For Bison, neither gender, nor your place of residence matters, nor the religion you believe.
All that matters to Bison is that you are a human being on this planet.
Bison is not a group that claims to be neither a group that destroys nor defends a person and a target in vain.
In recent years, we have seen that government-controlled exchange offices, by controlling prices and manipulating them,
have led people to buy and invest in low-value projects through widespread propaganda by
governments and their affiliates which caused huge losses for people. 
Because governments, after achieving their desires and making a profit, began to create fear in investors.
At Bison Army, our primary goal is to create very strong associations of people for the people,
and in this regard, all those who support us will be pledged allegiance by the Bison team.
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Bison never cuts off the hand that fed him
First of all, it should be noted that Bison has taken special measures for its network security and is contracting
with different security teams and software development engineers in different fields, but if you think you
could be useful and necessary for the Bison team, send us your resume.

Because Bison's main ideology is that anyone, at any age and with any facilities anywhere in the world,
have the ability to flourish talent and earn money through Bison.
Bison's main goal is not to compete with any cryptocurrency or Fiat.
In fact, our main goal is to help cryptocurrency lovers, create innovations in this field and produce 
new stuff based on the blockchain that can compete with the greatest companies.

We will work with all the blockchain giants to acquire specific strategic products
based on Bison token and blockchain, and we promise all our sponsors that Bison Army
will soon be one of the top startup tokens in the market cap.



Bison Strategic Products that give fantastic value to the Bison Army Token

Bison Army wallet
                and

Specialized social media for cryptocurrency

Bison Army will have two strategic products with lesser-seen capabilities 
                                                                in the blockchain



Bison Army wallet (BAW)
The first Bison Army product which has been shown in the second phase of Road Map
is the Bison Army wallet (BAW), which has the ability to stick most of the popular cryptocurrencies,
make a profit by locking your cryptocurrency, 
support all cryptocurrency for which the official wallet is not specified,
and it has a very high security feature for its user.
Bison's wallet Security, Privacy Policy, Transfer speed, and use of 
multi-layer technology for better and more secure transfer of the user's favorite
cryptocurrency is fully observed.
Also, the ability to transfer, receive, buy and sell cryptocurrency that are 
not listed on various exchanges and do not have the capital to put 
liquidity for their tokens is also possible in this wallet.
Actually, the BAW is a decentralized exchange with the ability to transfer
cryptocurrency, stick, save, and get annual and monthly profits from locking 
your favorite coin along with helping different startups that 
do not have much capital to guarantee their liquidity.



Specialized social media for cryptocurrency
Google, Yahoo, YouTube and most major advertising and Internet services companies 
make huge profits from crypto and its reviews every year and attract many users. 
But the interesting and remarkable point is that these social networks have made crypto advertising,
and in some cases, ordinary conversations of people about their experiences and features of their
favorite cryptocurrency inaccessible. 
Bison Army team, In the third phase of its development, plans to launch a social media 
dedicated to cryptocurrency lovers and all cryptocurrencies, allowing users to have limitless
advertises for their favorite tokens and coins or share their thoughts about them and discuss
and exchange ideas with other cryptocurrency enthusiasts. 
But these are not all the features of this network.
Bison Army has provided some of its tokens to airdrop in this network, which will be 
given according to the activity of Bison army users.
The purpose of this path is to interest and acquaint the people of the society to the
cryptocurrencies and many capabilities of the blockchain.



Bison Blockchain 
In the final phase of the Bison upgrade,we convert all the tokens to coins and 
launch a custom blockchain based on the Bison network.
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What is Bison Army Token (BAT)?
In XRP ARMY we waited enough, its time to get back through our real position !
Bison army token is based on XRPL network and will be used in strategic 
products of the bison army team.
Our strategy to give value for bison tokens is to buy back the tokens from our software fees.

For instance, when you use a Bison wallet, you incur a low transfer fee.
This fee will be converted directly into a BAT, and this cycle will make the BAT more valuable.
Or, When you advertise on the Bison social media, you have to pay with the BAT,
which will again increase the demand for the BAT.

Unlike old systems, BAT derives its true value from the quality of its strategic products
and is strongly opposed to aimless, useless meme coins in blockchain.

Bison products are fully functional and are designed based on
blockchain, Security, innovation and user comfort.



Bison Army Tokenomic
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- Total supply: 100,000,000,000 
- Startup price for pre-sale: $0.00002
- Total startup marketcap: $2 m
- How to participate  in pre-sale: Buy 
directly with any available crypto
currency https://bison.army
- 75% of pre-sale amount will be gone for
exchanges liquidity, 25% for developments 

Pre-sale: starts in november

Airdrop: To Bison Army holders, to XRDOGE 
holders, to all xrp holders that add trusyline
(in phase 3). read FAQ for snapshot time. 

Pools and exchange liquidity

For team, donation, developments ( will be 
unlocked over 3 years - 5% totaly each year



Career
Finally, it should be noted that in addition to Bison's large and purposeful projects,
it is not influenced by any particular group or person, and the basis of Bison
is the people and people benefiting from Bison,
not Bison benefiting from people. Bison team is 
proud to announce some Permanent donates which proceed to charities
and environmental and conservation organizations.
This benevolent project, which is another reason to establish the good intentions
of the Bison team to bring people the help of human being to themselves in the world, 
where everyone is the same, operates in such a way that after
contacting the charities and after researching and ensuring 
the correctness of those centers, Bison team will officially announce
its cooperation with these centers, and Bison team hopes to be in touch
with all centers around the world so that it can help and support the whole world.
In order to make these beautiful hopes happen Bison Army wants
all charities and associations to be in touch with us.



Bison Army wants to build the Greatest Empire ever


